
 

Researchers find citrus species that produce
repellent against huanglongbing

October 6 2016

Huanglongbing is considered the most destructive citrus disease in the
world, present in 17 percent of orange trees in São Paulo State, Brazil. A
new strategy for combating the vector of the bacterium that causes
huanglongbing, also known as greening, has emerged from the discovery
that three citrus plants produce an essential oil that repels the insect.

Brazilian researchers affiliated with the Federal University of São Carlos
(UFSCar) and working under the aegis of the National Institute of
Science & Technology for Biorational Control of Insect Pests (INCT-
CBIP), funded by the National Council for Scientific & Technological
Development (CNPq) and by FAPESP, analyzed the chemical
composition of the essential oils produced by 22 species of the genus
Citrus, including oranges, limes and tangerines.

Their purpose was to understand the effects of these substances on
organisms that interact with the plants, such as Diaphorina citri, a sap-
sucking, hemipteran bug in the family Psyllidae. D. citri transmits
Candidatus Liberibacter spp, including the bacterium that causes
huanglongbing (HLB). The analysis was performed as part of the project
"Integrated studies for leaf cutting control," also supported by FAPESP.

D. citri is only 3 mm long. It sucks sap from terminal shoots but does not
cause significant direct damage. What destroys the plant is the bacterium
transmitted by the insect's eggs—a single female lays as many as 800
eggs.
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The researchers discovered that the insect prefers to lay eggs on certain
citrus species rather than others. Two in particular are unattractive:
Citrus reticulata, known as the Murcott mandarin, and the Swingle
citrumelo, a hybrid of C. paradisi grapefruit with Poncirus trifoliata, the
trifoliate orange.

"The chemical composition of the volatile oils from 22 genotypes of
citrus and related genera hasn't been properly explored until now," said
Maria Fátima das Graças Fernandes da Silva, a researcher at UFSCar's
Center for Exact Sciences & Technology (CCET) and INCT-CBIP's
principal investigator. "We were able to understand these substances in
greater depth and explore their ability to attract or repel the psyllid using
chemometrics, a set of mathematical and statistical methods for the
analysis of chemical data," she added.

Above all, D. citri prefers Murraya paniculata, the orange jasmine, a
native of Asia widely cultivated in Brazil as an ornamental plant.
Chemical analysis of its essential oils confirmed the plant as the insect's
preferred host.

According to Fernandes da Silva, this plant has been eradicated from
citrus-producing hubs because of the psyllid's preference for it and its
association with contamination of citrus groves.

"We now know the substance produced by the plant responsible for
attracting the insect, as well as the oils produced by the citrus genotypes
that also attract it, facilitating contamination," she said.

The genotypes that least interest D. citri all share three compounds found
only in their essential oils: phytol, (Z)-beta-ocimene and beta-elemene.
The researchers concluded that these three compounds may act as
repellents, making the plants less attractive to D. citri for ovipositing
purposes.
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Grafting

Citrus plants in Brazil are mostly grafted rather than grown from seed.
Grafting involves attaching a twig (scion) from one tree to the stem of a
tree seedling (rootstock). The scion becomes a permanent part of the tree
over time. Scion and rootstock are usually different species. Grafting can
be used to produce seedlings of plants that are difficult to reproduce or
to combine characteristics of two species.

No commercial varieties of citrus scion or rootstock plants are HLB-
resistant. Contaminated new plants do not even reach the production
stage, and those already in production suffer from massive pre-harvest
fruit drop and eventually die. The only effective method available to
control the disease has been constant inspection and immediate
elimination of plants with symptoms.

HLB originated in Asia and was identified in Brazil in 2004. The disease
is present in all citrus-growing regions of São Paulo State. It is also
found in Minas Gerais and Paraná, as well as other major citrus-
producing countries, such as Mexico and the US. In Florida, Brazil's
leading competitor in orange production, HLB was first detected in 2005
and now affects 80 percent to 90 percent of groves and about 70 percent
of trees.

"This disease is a very serious problem for the citrus industry in Brazil
and worldwide," said Fernandes da Silva. "Entire groves have to be
eliminated if a large percentage of trees are contaminated. Even trees
without symptoms have to be destroyed to make sure no sources of
contamination are left because they could spread to other trees and
groves."

The discovery that certain essential oils are repellent could be important
to improve grafting. "In the absence of a plant that strongly resists HLB,
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it might be possible to produce grafts with plants that we now know to be
repellent to its vector," she said.

  More information: Moacir Andrade et al. Essential Oil Variation
from Twenty Two Genotypes of Citrus in Brazil—Chemometric
Approach and Repellency Against Diaphorina citri Kuwayama, 
Molecules (2016). DOI: 10.3390/molecules21060814
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